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Abstract. In this work, we introduce a variant of the Single Cut or Join
distance that accounts for duplicated genes, in the context of directed
evolution from an ancestral genome to a descendant genome where
orthology relations between ancestral genes and their descendant are
known. Our model includes two duplication mechanisms: single-gene tandem duplication and creation of single-gene circular chromosomes. We
prove that in this model, computing the distance and a parsimonious
evolutionary scenario in terms of SCJ and single-gene duplication events
can be done in linear time. Simulations show that the inferred number of
cuts and joins scales linearly with the true number of such events even
at high rates of genome rearrangements and segmental duplications. We
also show that the median problem is tractable for this distance.

1

Introduction

The analysis of genome evolution by genome rearrangements has been subject
to much research in the ﬁeld of computational biology. Various rearrangement
mechanisms explaining these variations have been proposed and studied, leading
to a large corpus of algorithmic results [1]. The pairwise genome rearrangement
distance problem aims at ﬁnding a most parsimonious or most likely sequence of
genome rearrangements, within a given evolutionary model, that transforms one
given genome into another given genome, thus giving a possible evolutionary scenario between the two given genomes. This problem has numerous applications
toward unraveling important evolutionary mechanisms; recent examples include
the nature of evolutionary breakpoints in bacteria [2] or the diﬀerentiated evolutionary mode of sex chromosomes and autosomes in Anopheles mosquitoes [3].
A number of rearrangement models have been studied from an algorithmic
point of view, among them the reversal model was one of the ﬁrst for which it
was shown that the distance problem is tractable [4]; we refer to [1] for a review
of the rich literature in this ﬁeld up to 2009. For most evolutionary models
that do not consider gene duplication, computing a rearrangement distance is
tractable; additionally, some models can account for unequal gene content due to
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gene gain or loss, for example [6,7]. However, when gene duplication is allowed
as an evolutionary event, most rearrangement distance problems become NPhard. For instance, whereas the distance between two genomes can be computed
in linear time for genomes without duplicate genes under the Double-Cut and
Join (DCJ) model, it becomes NP-hard to compute when duplicate genes are
considered [9], even when the gene content in both genomes is the same [11].
So far limited tractability results for computing distances in the presence of
duplicated genes exist only for simpler genome rearrangement models, such as
the breakpoint (BP) distance and the Single Cut or Join (SCJ) distance [5].
Even in these simpler models, the general problem of computing a distance with
duplicated genes is diﬃcult [12–15], although exponential algorithms have been
developed for some speciﬁc problems such as the Exemplar BP distance for
example [16–19], as well as polynomial time algorithms for two extensions of the
SCJ model that include large-scale duplications: the double distance [5], where
duplicated genes occur through a whole genome duplication, and the SCJ and
whole chromosome duplication problem [20].
In the present work, we consider a problem of rearrangement distance with
duplicated genes that we prove to be tractable. Our evolutionary model is also an
extension of the SCJ model, that includes single-gene duplications. In the problem we consider that one genome, say A, is duplication-free, while the other one,
denoted by D, can contain duplicated genes. This setting is inspired by the recent
development of algorithms that reconstruct ancestral gene orders along a given
species phylogeny using reconciled gene trees that provide, for each gene family
within the set of considered genomes, one-to-one or one-to-many orthology relations between each ancestral gene and its descendant gene(s), if any. This general
framework was introduced by Sankoﬀ and El-Mabrouk in [21] (see also [23]) and
motivated the introduction of the EBD problem [22]; it was later implemented
in the DeCo∗ family of algorithms [24] to reconstruct ancestral gene orders in
a duplication-aware evolutionary model from data including extant gene orders
and reconciled gene trees. In this context, the genome A represents an ancestral genome, reconstructed for example with DeCo∗ , the genome D represents
a descendant of A, either extant or reconstructed too, and we are interested in
computing a directed distance, from an ancestor to its descendant, where all
members of a same gene family present in genome A are considered as distinguishable thanks to the information provided by the reconciled gene tree of this
family. In the evolutionary model we consider, rearrangements are either Single
Cuts or Single Joins, while duplications can only be single gene duplications,
but of two diﬀerent types, Tandem Duplications (TD) or Floating Duplications
(FD) in which a new copy is introduced as a circular chromosome. We show that
in this model the distance problem can be simply reduced to deciding, for each
gene family with duplicates in D, the length of a tandem array of duplicates to
introduce in A and we provide a polynomial time algorithm for this problem.
The remaining paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we recall some basic
deﬁnitions, describe our evolutionary model and the variant of the SCJ distance
and its relation with existing problems. We also introduce the median problem
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for this distance. In Sect. 3 we present our theoretical results, a closed equation for the SCJ distance with duplications, a linear time algorithm to ﬁnd an
optimal scenario and an algorithm for the median problem. Finally, we provide
preliminary experimental results in Sect. 4.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Definitions and Problem Statements

Genes and Genomes. A genome consists of a set of chromosomes, each being
a linear or circular ordered set of oriented genes1 . In our examples, a circular
chromosome is represented using round brackets (e.g. (a, b, c)) while a linear
chromosome is represented using square brackets (e.g. [a, b, c]), where a gene b in
reverse orientation is denoted by b. Alternatively, a genome can be represented by
a set of gene extremity adjacencies. In this representation, gene x is represented
using a pair of gene extremities (xt , xh ), xt denotes the tail of the gene x and
xh denotes its head, and an adjacency is a pair of gene extremities that are
adjacent in a genome. For example (a, b, c) is encoded by the set of adjacencies
{ah bh , bt ct , ch at } and [a, b, c] by {ah bh , bt ct }.
We assume that a given gene a can have multiple copies in a genome, with its
number of occurrences being called its copy number. A genome in which every
gene has copy number 1 is a trivial genome [18]. In this context, a non-trivial
genome sometimes cannot be represented unambiguously by a set of adjacencies unless we distinguish the copies of each gene, for example by denoting the
copies of a gene a with copy number k by a1 , . . . , ak . For example, the genome
(a1 , b, c1 , a2 ), [a3 , d, c2 ], with two duplicated genes of respective copy numbers 3
and 2, is represented by {a1h bh , bt c1t , c1h a2t , a2h a1t , a3t dt , dh c2t }. We call a gene family the set of all copies of a gene that is present in both considered genomes.
A gene family is trivial if it has exactly one copy in both genomes. From now,
we identify a genome with its multi-set of adjacencies.
Let A and D be the respective adjacency sets for the genomes [a, b, c̄, d]
¯ c̄]. Then the multiset diﬀerence between the two sets is denoted
and [a, b, c̄, d][b,
by A − D (similarly D − A). Thus, if A = {ah bt , bh ch , ct dt } and D =
{ah bt , bh ch , ct dh , bh ch } then A − D = {ct dt } whereas D − A = {ct dh , bh ch }.
Evolutionary Model. We consider two types of evolutionary events: genome
rearrangements and duplications. Genome rearrangements are modeled by Single
Cut or Join (SCJ) operations, that either delete an adjacency from a genome
(a cut) or join a pair of gene extremities that are not adjacent to any other
gene extremity (a join), thus forming an adjacency. For duplication events, we
consider two types of duplications, both creating an extra copy of a single gene:
Tandem Duplications (TD) and Floating Duplications (FD). A tandem duplication of an existing gene g introduces an extra copy of g, say g  by adding an
1

We use the generic term “gene” here to identify a genomic locus.
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Fig. 1. In this example, a tandem duplicate of gene g is introduced. The adjacency
gh yt has been replaced by gh yt and an adjacency gh gt has been introduced. In this
case the total number of operations to obtain D from A is 5. Note that the number of
cut and join operations is dependent on the adjacencies of the gene g in A and D.
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Fig. 2. In this example, a ﬂoating duplicate of gene g is introduced. An adjacency gh gt
has been added. In this case the total number of operations to obtain D from A is 5.

adjacency gh gt , and, if there was an adjacency gh x by replacing it by the adjacency gh x, as shown in Fig. 1. A ﬂoating duplication introduces an extra copy g 
of a gene g as a single-gene circular chromosome by adding the adjacency gh gt , as
in Fig. 2. The motivation for this type of duplication is that gene insertions and
gene deletions have been modeled with artiﬁcial circular chromosomes before,
greatly simplifying how to deal with such type of operations. For instance, in the
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Double-Cut and Join (DCJ) model, a deletion of a gene can be seen as a DCJ
operation that applies two cuts to remove the given gene from a chromosome,
followed by two joins to “repair” the broken chromosome and to circularize the
deleted gene. A gene insertion is the inverse of this operation. This idea was
eﬀectively used in the DCJ indel model by Compeau [10]. We discuss the possibility of using a single-gene linear chromosome instead of a circular one at the
end of Sect. 3.2.
The Pairwise Distance and Directed Median Problems. We consider the case of
directed evolution from a trivial ancestral genome A to a descendant genome
D. The evolutionary model excludes gene loss and de-novo gene creation, so we
assume that every gene a in A has at least one descendant in D and conversely
every gene D has a unique ancestor gene in A. If so, we say that A and D have
the same gene families set.
The Directed SCJ-TD-FD (d-SCJ-TD-FD) Distance Problem. Let A
be a trivial genome and D be a non-trivial genome, such that no gene family is
absent from either A or D. Compute the minimum number of SCJ, TD and FD
operations needed to transform A into D, denoted by dDSCJ (A, D).
Note that if D is a trivial genome, the usual SCJ distance, denoted by
dSCJ (A, D) is deﬁned by the symmetric diﬀerences of the adjacencies sets of
A and D: dSCJ (A, D) = |A − D| + |D − A| where the ﬁrst term accounts for the
number of cuts and the second term for the number of joins.
We now turn to the directed median problem, that is the natural extension
of the pairwise directed distance problem towards the small parsimony problem.
The Directed SCJ-TD-FD (d-SCJ-TD-FD) Median Problem. Let k ≥ 2
and D1 , . . . , Dk (possibly) non-trivial genomes, such that no gene family is absent
A on the same set of gene families as
from any Di . Compute a trivial genome 
k
the non-trivial genomes, that minimizes i=1 dDSCJ (A, Di ).
2.2

Relation to the Exemplar Distance Framework

Sankoﬀ [22] introduced the notion of Exemplar Breakpoint (EBP) distance,
where an exemplar of a non-trivial genome is obtained by keeping exactly one
gene copy from each gene family. In the directed evolution setting, an exemplar can be assumed to be the original gene from A having evolved into a gene
now present in D, all other copies having been created by duplications. So the
EBP distance problem aims to ﬁnd an exemplar for each group of duplicates
in D such that the trivial genome that results from deleting all non-exemplar
copies minimizes the breakpoint distance to A. The notion of exemplar distance
can naturally be used in conjunction with the SCJ distance instead of the BP
distance, a problem we denote the ESCJ distance. The EBP distance problem
has been shown to be NP-hard even in the directed evolution case where every
duplicated gene has exactly two copies in D [12], and it is immediate to extend
this hardness result to the directed ESCJ distance problem.
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Intuitively, the directed ESCJ distance and the d-SCJ-FD-TD distance problems seem very similar. For example in the case of duplicated genes having
exactly two copies in D, the later aims at deciding which copy in D is exemplar (i.e. evolved from the original copy in A) and then, for the second copy,
if it originates from a TD or a FD, thus resulting in a matching between two
genomes with two copies of each duplicate, opposed to the ESCJ setting where
the matching is between genomes with one copy of each gene.
It is interesting to notice that both problems, although similar, have opposed
properties in terms of tractability, and that the d-SCJ-TD-FD distance problem
is tractable despite considering a larger solution space. Moreover, one can ask
if there is a strong correlation between the distance obtained in both settings.
It is not diﬃcult to ﬁnd examples that show that both distances can be quite
diﬀerent: the ESCJ distance between A = [a, b, c, d] and D = [a, c, b, d, c, a, d, b]
is 0, whereas the SCJ-TD-FD distance between the same two genomes is 18
(4 duplications, 7 cuts, 7 joins). However, although the diﬀerence between both
distances can be arbitrarily large, tight bounds can be derived.
Lemma 1. Let A be a trivial genome, D be an arbitrary genome on the same
set of gene families than A, dDSCJ (A, D) and dESCJ (A, D) denote the d-SCJFD-TD and the ESCJ distances, respectively. Let k be the diﬀerence between the
number of genes in D and the number of genes in A. The following bounds
k ≤ dDSCJ (A, D) − dESCJ (A, D) ≤ 5k
are tight.
Proof. First, we obtain the genome A by applying dESCJ (A, D) SCJ operations
on A in a way that the duplicated genes in D are in the same order as the corresponding matched genes in A , as given by an optimal exemplar matching. In
the SCJ-FD-TD model, we need to apply at least k duplications on A to obtain
D, so dDSCJ (A, D) ≥ dESCJ (A, D) + k (otherwise dESCJ (A, D) would not be
optimal). To show that this bound is tight, we can see that the trivial case of no
duplications holds. But, whenever A and D diﬀer by only k tandem duplications,
the bound is tight, since in this case dESCJ (A, D) = 0 and dDSCJ (A, D) = k.
Now, from A , we can apply k free duplications, followed by k cuts on these
duplications. Also, perform at most k cuts, between any two genes on A if
both have more than one copy on D. Since A was ordered in relation to its
corresponding copies on D, it is possible to join the “fragments” of A that
were created with the previous 2k cuts with 2k joins in a way to transform
A in D, and therefore we built a d-SCJ-FD-TD scenario from A to D with
dESCJ (A, D) + 5k operations. Any pair of circular genomes A = (1, 2, . . . , n) and
D = (1, n, 2, 1, . . . , i, i − 1, . . . , n, n − 1) satisﬁes the tight bound.



3

Algorithmic Results

In this section, we show that, after a preprocessing step of removing obvious TD
and FD in D, the d-SCJ-TD-FD distance can be calculated with the symmetric
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diﬀerence between the adjacency (multi)sets of the input genomes, with an extra
factor to account for the gene duplications. We ﬁrst focus on the preprocessing.
Next we describe a linear time algorithm to compute a parsimonious scenario
and a polynomial time algorithm for the directed median problem.
3.1

The Directed SCJ-TD-FD Distance

An observed duplication in D is deﬁned as an adjacency of the form gh gt , that
deﬁnes either a single-gene circular chromosome or a tandem array of two (or
more) copies of a gene g that occur consecutively and with the same orientation.
We denote by t the number of such adjacencies in D and by D the genome
obtained from D by removing ﬁrst all genes but one from each tandem arrays,
and then all single-circular chromosomes for genes from non-trivial families but
one if all genes of the family are in such circular chromosomes. D can obviously
be obtained from D by t duplications and the following lemma is immediate:
Lemma 2. dDSCJ (A, D) = dDSCJ (A, D ) + t.
As a consequence, we assume from now on that D has been preprocessed as
described above and does not contain any tandem array or any extra copy of
a non-trivial family that is in a single-gene circular chromosome. We say that
D is reduced. Note that single-gene linear chromosomes are not impacted by
this preprocessing as, in our setting, if the considered gene is from a non-trivial
family, the linear chromosome it forms required at least a cut to be created.
Theorem 1. Given a trivial genome A and a reduced non-trivial genome D
such that no gene family is absent from either A or D and where D has nd more
genes than A, the d-SCJ-TD-FD distance between A and D is given by
dDSCJ (A, D) = |A − D| + |D − A| + 2nd .
Proof. First, we show that dDSCJ (A, D) ≥ |A − D| + |D − A| + 2nd . To obtain D
from A, we need exactly nd gene duplications. Each duplication of a gene g will
create the adjacency gh gt , regardless of the type of the duplication or the timing
of the duplication event. Therefore, nd adjacencies of the type gh gt will have
to be cut, as D is reduced and has no adjacency of this type. In addition, any
adjacency in A − D and D − A deﬁnes an unavoidable cut or join respectively.
Therefore, we can not transform A into D with less than |A − D| + |D − A| + 2nd
operations.
Now, we show that dDSCJ (A, D) ≤ |A − D| + |D − A| + 2nd , by induction on
nd . For the base case nd = 0, the result follows immediately as both genomes
are trivial and dDSCJ (A, D) = dSCJ (A, D).
We now assume that nd > 0, and pick a gene g with one copy in A and more
than one copy in D. Depending on how the adjacencies of g are conserved or
not in D, we have a few diﬀerent subcases to consider. However, in each subcase
the general strategy remains the same, as follows. We build a genome A2 from
A by applying one duplication (FD or TD) and also relabeling the original copy
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g as g  , creating an adjacency gh gt in the case of an FD or gh gt in the case of
a TD. Then we build a genome D2 from D by also relabeling one copy of g to
g  , thus creating a new trivial gene family and an instance of the d-SCJ-TD-FD
problem with exactly nd − 1 duplicated gene copies. We can apply the induction
hypothesis, leading to the inequality
dDSCJ (A2 , D2 ) ≤ |A2 − D2 | + |D2 − A2 | + 2(nd − 1).
Also, as D and D2 are identical but for the relabeling of g, there is a scenario
from A to D, going from A to A2 and then to D, resulting in the upper bound
dDSCJ (A, D) ≤ dDSCJ (A, A2 ) + dDSCJ (A2 , D2 ) = 1 + dDSCJ (A2 , D2 ).
We will then show that we can build A2 and D2 in a way that they satisfy
|A − D| + |D − A| = |A2 − D2 | + |D2 − A2 | − 1,
where the −1 term is due to the extra gh gt adjacency on A2 created with the
duplication. Together with the above inequalities this will lead to
dDSCJ (A, D) ≤ 1 + dDSCJ (A2 , D2 ) ≤ |A − D| + |D − A| + 2nd
and the result follows. To show that we can build A2 and D2 that satisfy the
above conditions, we will consider three subcases.
Case (i): Assume that g is not a telomere (and so there are two adjacencies
involving g in A, say xgt and gh y) and there is a copy of g in D whose extremities
for also adjacencies xgt and gh y. We say that the context of g is strongly conserved
between A and D. Note that x and y do not need to belong to trivial gene families
and there might be several copies of x, y, g in D that conserve the context of g
in A.
In this case, we build A2 by applying an FD to create an extra copy of g
and relabel the original copy of g in A as g  ; we also relabel g  an arbitrary
copy of g in D that has the same context than g in A, to obtain D2 (see Fig. 3).
Comparing the adjacency sets of A and D with A2 and D2 , we can see that
from A to A2 two adjacencies where renamed from xgt and gh y to xgt and gh y,
and exactly the same change happened from D to D2 . Also, the adjacency gh gt
was added in A2 . As a result, A2 = A − {xgt , gh y} + {xgt , gh y, gh gt }. Similarly,
D2 = D − {xgt , gh y} + {xgt , gh y}. Therefore, we have that |A − D| + |D − A| =
|A2 − D2 | + |D2 − A2 | − 1. Note that this relabeling only works if we introduce a
an extra copy of g in A with an FD here; if instead we introduce it with a TD,
it would not be possible to get adjacencies xgt and gh y in D2 , as the copy of g
involved in both adjacencies would be diﬀerent.
Case (ii): Assume that g is not a telomere in A, its context is not strongly
conserved between A and D, but both adjacencies involving g, xgt and gh y, are
present in D on diﬀerent copies of g. We say that the context of g is weakly
conserved between A and D. Again x and y need not to be trivial gene families
and there might be several occurrences of adjacencies xgt and gh y in D.
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Fig. 3. The context of g is strongly conserved between A and D (Case (i)).

In this case, we build A2 by applying a TD on g, relabeling the gene g that
has the adjacency xgt as a new gene g  in both A2 and D2 , as shown on Fig. 4.
Comparing the adjacency sets of A and A2 , we notice that the adjacency xgt
changes to xgt , and gh gt is added. Thus, A2 = A − {xgt } + {xgt , gh gt }. From D
to D2 we also have the same change, and possibly one more, depending if gh is
a telomere in D (no change) or if gh has an adjacency gh w. In the former case,
D2 = D − {xgt } + {xgt }. Otherwise, D2 = D − {xgt , gh w} + {xgt , gh w}. In either
case, the possible adjacency gh w does not exist in A or A2 . Consequently, the
equality |A − D| + |D − A| = |A2 − D2 | + |D2 − A2 | − 1 holds.
Note also that in this case an FD would not be optimal, because it would
force the labeling of the adjacency gh y to gh y, and since the adjacency gh y on
D cannot have the label gh y, this would force an extra pair of SCJ operations.
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Fig. 4. The context of g is weakly conserved between A and D (Case (ii)).

Case (iii): We assume now that the context of g in A is neither strongly nor
weakly conserved, and so at most one adjacency of g in A is also present in D.
This case is similar to case (i), if we assume that either xgt or gh y, are present
in D, or neither. In the same way, we apply an FD on g, labeling the original
copy as g  , as shown in Fig. 5. On D, we pick a gene g that has an adjacency
xgt or gh y if any or, if no adjacency involving g is conserved in D, we pick an
arbitrary g, and relabel it as g  .
Now, any adjacencies that were conserved between A and D will remain
conserved between A2 and D2 , and no new conserved adjacencies have been
created. Since, as before, A2 has a new gh gt adjacency, the equality |A − D| +
|D − A| = |A2 − D2 | + |D2 − A2 | − 1 holds.
These three cases cover all possible conﬁgurations for g, so the theorem is
proved.
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Fig. 5. At most one adjacency of g is conserved (Case (iii)).

3.2

Computing a Parsimonious Scenario

It follows from Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 that computing the d-SCJ-TD-FD distance can be done in linear time in the size of the considered genomes A and D.
Moreover, they deﬁne a simple algorithm that computes a parsimonious scenario
in terms of duplications, cuts and joins from A to D, described in Algorithm 1
below.
Algorithm 1. Compute an SCJ-TD-FD parsimonious scenario between a trivial
genome A and a genome D
Reduce D into a reduced genome D
Let A = A and i = 1
while (A , D ) has a non trivial gene family do
Let g be an arbitrary gene from a non trivial family in A ; relabel g by g i .
if the context of g is strongly conserved then
relabel the corresponding copy of g in D by g i
add to A a single-gene circular chromosome g.
else if the context of g is weakly conserved then
create an extra copy of g i with a TD
relabel a copy of g involved in adjacency xgt in D by g i .
else if one adjacency of g is conserved in D then
relabel the corresponding copy of g in D by g i
add to A a single-gene circular chromosome g i .
else
relabel an arbitrary copy of g in D by g i
add to A a single-gene circular chromosome g i .
end if
i=i+1
end while
Compute an SCJ scenario from A to D .
Recreate in D , the tandem arrays and single-gene circular chromosomes removed
when reducing D into D .

Theorem 2. Given a trivial genome A with nA genes and a possibly non-trivial
genome D on the same set of gene families and with nD genes, Algorithm 1
computes a parsimonious SCJ-TD-FD scenario that transforms A into D and
can be implemented to run in time and space O(nD ).
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The correctness of the algorithm follows immediately from the fact that it
implements exactly the rules described to compute the SCJ-TD-FD distance
(Lemma 2 and Theorem 1). The linear time and space complexity follows from
the fact that these rules are purely local and ask only to check for the conservation of adjacencies in both considered genomes.
Every iteration of the while loop in Algorithm 1 takes place only if there is
a non-trivial gene family left in D . The maximum number of iterations is the
number of duplicates genes, nd = nD − nA which is O(nD ) when nD ≥ nA . In
each iteration, we check if the context of the chosen gene g is strongly conserved,
weakly conserved or not conserved. This involves trying to match the adjacencies
of g in A with those in the adjacency set of D that involve a copy of g. This can
be done in constant time, with a linear time preprocessing of the data. Hence,
the worst-case time complexity is O(nD ).
Remark 1. We have discussed in Sect. 2.1 the rationale to create duplicate genes
with a FD creating a circular single-gene chromosome. However if the evolutionary model of the FD event created a linear single-gene chromosome, this would
introduce a dissymetry between TD and FD (namely no adjacency is created
with an FD), while in our model each created copy induces a cost of two due to
the necessary break of the created adjacency required in the process of obtaining
the reduced genome D . We conjecture that the use of linear chromosomes would
aﬀect the choice of duplication event (FD or TD) only when the context is not
conserved, which would result in a more complicated distance formula.
3.3

The Directed Median Problem

Let us remind that under the SCJ-TD-FD evolutionary model, the directed
median problem asks, given k non-trivial genomes D1 , . . . , Dk , k ≥ 2, with
the
k same gene families, to ﬁnd a trivial common ancestor A, such that
i=1 dDSCJ (A, Di ) is minimized.
We ﬁrst assume that the genomes D1 , . . . , Dk are reduced. We deﬁne the
score s(A) of a genome A as
s(A) =

k

i=1

dDSCJ (A, Di ) =

k


(|A − Di | + |Di − A| + 2ndi )

i=1

where ndi is the number of extra gene copies in Di compared to A, for i =
1, . . . , k. Using the fact that |A − D| + |D − A| = |A| + |D| − 2|A ∩ D| we derive
 k


|A ∩ Di | − k|A|
s(A) = Nd − 2
i=1

k

where Nd = i=1 (2ndi + |Di |), and does not depend from A. Therefore, minik
mizing s(A) is equivalent to maximizing 2 i=1 |A ∩ Di | − k|A|.
For a given adjacency a, let δi (a) be 1 if a ∈ Di , and 0 otherwise.
The score
 

k
of a genome with a single adjacency a is s({a}) = Nd − 2 i=1 δi (a) − k .
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This motivates the following approach, similar to the breakpoint median algorithm of [8]. Build a graph G where the vertices are deﬁned as the extremities
(head and tail) of a unique copy for each gene family in the considered genomes
Di (so a gene family a induces two vertices ah and at ), and weighted edges are
deﬁned as follows: for any edge e = (x, y) such that x and y form an adjacency
k
in at least one of the genomes Di , the weight of e is w(e) = 2 i=1 δi (e) − k. Any
matching M on G deﬁnes a trivial genome AM , having the adjacencies corresponding to the edges in the matching M . Also, if W (M ) denotes the weight of
the matching M , that is the sum of the weights of the edges in M we have that
 k


s(AM ) = Nd − 2
|AM ∩ Di | − k|AM |
i=1



= Nd −



2

e∈M

k



δi (e) − k

i=1

= Nd − W (M )
Therefore, solving a maximum weight matching problem on G solves the
directed median problem. To handle the case when some Di is not reduced, we
can rely on Lemma 2 that implies that the genomes can be reduced ﬁrst without
impacting the optimality of a trivial genome obtained by a maximum weight
matching. Combined with the tractability of computing a maximum weight
matching [25], this proves our last theorem.
Theorem 3. Let k ≥ 2 and D1 , . . . , Dk be k genomes on the same set of n
gene families, having respectively n1 , . . . , nk adjacencies. The directed SCJ-TDFD median problem for these genomes can be solved in time and space O(n(n1 +
· · · + nk ) log(n1 + · · · + nk )).
Remark 2. In the case of the median of two genomes D1 and D2 , note that the
only edges with strictly positive weight in the graph are deﬁned by adjacencies
that appear in both D1 and D2 , while edges appearing just once have weight 0.
So a median genome can be deﬁned as a maximum matching over the unweighted
graph deﬁned only by adjacencies that appear in both genomes, and given such
a median, it can be augmented by any subset of edges appearing just once that
do not re-use a gene extremity already used in the matching.

4

Experimental Results

We ran experiments on simulated instances with the aim to evaluate the ability
of the d-SCJ-TD-FD distance to correlate with the true number of syntenic
events. We followed a simulation protocol inspired from [16]. The code itself
was programmed in Python and is available via github2 . We ﬁrst describe the
simulation protocol, followed by the results we obtained.
2

https://github.com/acme92/SCJTDFD.
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Fig. 6. Experimental results, for four duplications parameters – single-gene segmental
duplication (top row), two-genes segmental duplication (second row), ﬁve-genes segmental duplications (third row), variable length segmental duplications (bottom row)
– and two measured quantities – inferred cuts and joins (left column) and SCJ-TD-FD
distance (right column).
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We started from a genome A composed of a single linear chromosome containing 1000 single-copy genes. Then, we transformed A genome into a genome
D through a sequence of random segmental duplications and inversions. We ﬁxed
the number N of evolutionary events (from 50 to 500 by steps of 50) and the
probability P that a given event is a segmental duplication (from 0 to 0.5 by steps
of 0.1). A segmental duplication is deﬁned by three parameters: the position of
the ﬁrst gene of the duplicated segment, the length of the duplicated segment,
and the breakpoint where the duplicated segment is transposed into; we considered two models of segmental duplications, one with ﬁxed segment length L
(with L taking values in {1, 2, 5}) and one where for each segment, L is picked
randomly (under the uniform distribution) in {1, 2, 5, 10}. Inversion breakpoints
were chosen randomly, again under the uniform distribution. For each array of
parameters, we ran 50 replicates.
For each instance, we compared two quantities to the true number of cuts
and joins in the scenario transforming A into D, which is roughly four times
the number of inversions plus three times the number of segmental duplications:
ﬁrst we compared the full SCJ-TD-FD distance, deﬁned as stated in Theorem 1
and the number of cuts and joins (|A − D| + |D − A|). Figure 6 illustrates the
results we obtained.
We can make several observations from these results. The ﬁrst one is a general
trend that both measured quantities (the number of cuts and joins and the full
SCJ-TD-FD distances) scale linearly with the true number of cuts and joins. The
second observation is that, as expected, the slope and a y-intercept of the graphs
depend from both the frequency of duplications and the length of the duplicated
segments. This leaves open the question of using the SCJ-TD-FD distance as an
estimator of the number of cuts and joins in an evolutionary model where the
probability of duplication compared to rearrangements (that can be estimated
for example from reconciled gene trees and adjacency forests [24]) is given and the
length of duplicated segments is expected to follow a well deﬁned distribution.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we introduced a simple variant of the SCJ model that accounts for
duplications, and showed that, in this model, computing a directed parsimonious
genomic distance from a trivial ancestral genome to a non-trivial descendant
genome can be done in linear time and that a directed median can be computed in polynomial time. The tractability stems mostly from the combination
of assuming that one genome is trivial and of a simpliﬁed model of duplication
where gene duplication are single-gene events. However we believe it is interesting to push the tractability boundaries of the SCJ models toward augmented
models of evolution (here accounting for duplications). Moreover, our work is
motivated by the increasing performance of ancestral gene order reconstruction methods, that can now account for complex gene histories using reconciled
gene trees and motivate the directed distance approach, and provides an additional positive result along the line of the research program outlined in [21].
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For example, our algorithm will allow to extend the small parsimony algorithm
PhySca introduced in [26] to a duplication-aware framework by allowing to score
exactly and quickly an ancestral gene order conﬁguration within a species phylogeny (work in progress).
There are several avenues to extend the results we presented in this paper. It
will likely be easy to modify our algorithm to work in an extended the evolution
model to integrate the loss of gene families and de-novo creation of genes. Our
main result provides a simple algorithm that computes a parsimonious scenario,
however it is likely one among a large number of parsimonious scenarios, and it is
open to see if the results of [27] about counting and sampling SCJ parsimonious
scenarios can be extended to our model. An important open question toward a
more realistic model of evolution concerns the possibility to include larger scale
duplications as unit-cost events. The case of a single whole genome duplication
and of whole-chromosome duplications have been shown to be tractable [5,20],
but to the best of our knowledge there is no known result including segmental duplications in which a contiguous segment of genes is duplicated either in
tandem or appearing as a single chromosome. It also remains to be seen if the
directed SCJ-TD-FD distance can be used toward the computation of an estimated distance in a more realistic evolutionary distance, similarly to the use of
the breakpoint distance to estimate the true DCJ distance [28]; our experimental
results suggest this is a promising avenue, although it might be diﬃcult to obtain
analytical results in models mixing rearrangements and duplications. Finally, the
question of the tractability of the small parsimony problem in our model is also,
to the best of our knowledge, still open. It is known to be tractable in the pure
SCJ model (i.e. with no duplications) due to the independence of adjacencies;
this assumption does not hold anymore here and the small parsimony problem
is thus likely more diﬃcult in our model. Our tractability result for the directed
median is a ﬁrst step toward this goal as it already provides a building block for
a bottom-up ancestral reconstruction algorithm.
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